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the game is very vast. as you might expect from the title, the game includes a lot of stuff to do. the main gist of
the game is to explore skyrim in search of interesting and useful items. in the course of your journey you will find

yourself in a battle with dragons, monsters and other creatures of the world. as you progress, you are able to
unlock new skills and characters. throughout the game you will find a lot of entertaining dungeons. there are

many caves and underground areas that you can explore. you will find a lot of valuable items and equipment that
are necessary to get better. there are hundreds of weapons, armors, and other useful items. also, you have the

ability to craft weapons, armors, potions and many other items. there are many classes that you can choose from.
the most popular classes are barbarian, sorcerer, mage, warrior, and thief. each of these classes have their own
unique attributes. the barbarian is the strongest class, but his lack of magic is compensated by his ability to use

weapons very quickly. the sorcerer is good in magic and can cast many spells. the mage is the weakest class, but
the fastest learner. the warrior is a great all-round class with his ability to use two-handed weapons and shields.

the thief is not a very popular class, but is very useful if you want to make a living as you will be able to steal
many things easily. if you want to start playing skyrim on pc, then you have found the right game. the game is

developed by bethesda game studios and it is published by bethesda softworks. it was released on november 11,
2011 for microsoft windows. the game is available on steam in the release version with the following system

requirements: cpu: intel core i5 2.4 ghz or amd equivalent. ram: 8 gb. graphics: ati radeon hd 4890/nvidia geforce
gtx 460 or better. storage: 1 gb available space.
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